CIA

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Rockefeller Going Committee tightened its secrecy procedures Monday and acknowledged for the first time that two of its secretaries were directly involved in the 1960 IRS, then two of its officials were

The Rockefeller will

snow

UBC: no admission charge for John Dean lecture

BY CONNIE JENSEN

The University Lecture Committee (ULC) noted Monday night that a charge for admission for former presidential assistant and current lawyer John Dean would not be charged. The undergraduate student fee of $12.50 would be charged, and if the student were a non-resident, the fee would be raised to $25.00. The fee would be "student-oriented." Any areas with a high rate of traffic problems will still be subject to consideration in the study.

The Central Committee decided that it would accept the request from the Iowa City Council to consider an amendment to the tax cut. This is expected to be another Daley victory.

Primary thrust - decrease crime rate

Brighter street lights for city studied

Sodium vapor lights in future?

Pedestrian oriented
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By VALENTINE KULMANN

Staff Writer

A study recommended by the Iowa City Council and new residents of the city's Public Works Department revealed that a larger and more visible street lighting system is needed. The study was prepared by Public Works Director Phil Weirich, who said that the council recommended that Public Works Department study the need for street lighting systems in Iowa City. The study concluded that Iowa City's street lighting system is not adequate.

In addition, Plastino said, the council had recommended that sodium vapor lights should be used to light the Iowa City downtown area. Sodium vapor lighting is more efficient and costs less than other types of street lighting. The study will be completed within 12 weeks at a cost of $10,000.

By VALENTINE KULMANN

Staff Writer

A switch to sodium vapor lighting in Iowa City may come into effect later this year. "It is evident that sodium lighting is the only solution," Plastino said. "It is more energy efficient and costs less than other types of street lighting.

The study has recommended that sodium vapor lights be used in the Iowa City downtown area. Sodium vapor lights are more efficient and less expensive than other types of street lighting.

The study will be completed within 12 weeks. Sodium vapor lights will be installed in the Iowa City downtown area, starting with the University of Iowa and Iowa City's central business district.

Implementation of street lighting improvements could take up to 10 years, although urban renewal street lighting would probably take place along with construction, he said.

"I expect they will certainly weigh the cost against the benefits," he said.
Rebels force U.S. agency pullout

By STEVE FREEMAN

Most local services hangover from Mon-
day's heavy snow, and the next 24 hours,
to re-schedule operations as far as pos-
ible. High winds caused Monday's heavy
snowfall, driving temperatures below zero.

The fire department, police, and muni-
icipal facilities were caught off guard,
and must scramble through Monday and
Tuesday to make up lost time.

CAROLINA expects regular service today
after Monday's storm. A high of 18 to 30
with snow showers expected Tuesday.

The Daily City State accor-
descent.

FIRE Neu, - Towns including
late Monday at 20:15 a.m., and said "in free-
from November through April.

The city and Carolina have been

The city's elementary and secondary
schools will open today with a snow re-
cession, Longfellow Pre-school — sec-
ondary, 36 students; all elementary and
secondary in the area ran
out of school supplies for the snow.

By STEVE FREEMAN

The Iowa City Folksong Club will meet from 8-11 p.m.
Sunday, Jan. 4 at the Iowa City Headlines, 201 E.
Main St., Iowa City.

The club will perform in the annual winter song
concert to be held at the University of Iowa, 8:30
Sunday, Jan. 4 at the Iowa City Headlines, 201 E.
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No 'significant changes'  
EPC won't abolish exams week  

By GLENN SARTOR  
Charter Writer  

The UI Intercollegiate Faculty Council (EPC) voted Thursday not to make any "major changes" during the next faculty exam period, in part because the exam period is set by law.

EPC members said this particular exam period will be "more normal" than previous years, because the state is in a "normal" economic period at the moment.

The council also decided to consider a proposal to liberalize the spring semester, shortening the week, so students could go home during the weekend.

"The council will be discussing the issue of exams during the next faculty exam period," said EPC member Jerald L. Rose. "We will be looking at the possibility of a shorter exam period."
From Behind the Walls

Goldman has suggested that if the function of the parole system were reinterpreted as post-release rehabilitation, instead of post-release retribution, the system might actually do a better job of helping offenders. Goldman defined parole as 'a suspensive sentence of imprisonment under conditions of the state...for the purpose of furthering the reformation of the offender under the control of the state.' He points out that parole strips the person of a number of constitutional guarantees, of the right to a jury trial, the right to a speedy trial, the right to be present at the trial, the right to be represented by counsel, and the right to confront witnesses. Goldman maintains that parole is in fact a form of punishment, and that parole reformers should seek to transform parole from a death sentence for the offender to a second chance for the offender. Goldman suggests that parole reformers should focus on reformation rather than retribution, and that parole should be seen as a form of rehabilitation rather than punishment.

For Goldman, the parole system is a form of punishment that strips the offender of many constitutional guarantees. Goldman suggests that parole reformers should focus on reformation rather than retribution, and that parole should be seen as a form of rehabilitation rather than punishment. Goldman argues that parole reformers should seek to transform parole from a death sentence for the offender to a second chance for the offender. Goldman suggests that parole reformers should focus on reformation rather than retribution, and that parole should be seen as a form of rehabilitation rather than punishment. Goldman argues that parole reformers should seek to transform parole from a death sentence for the offender to a second chance for the offender. Goldman suggests that parole reformers should focus on reformation rather than retribution, and that parole should be seen as a form of rehabilitation rather than punishment. Goldman argues that parole reformers should seek to transform parole from a death sentence for the offender to a second chance for the offender. Goldman suggests that parole reformers should focus on reformation rather than retribution, and that parole should be seen as a form of rehabilitation rather than punishment. Goldman argues that parole reformers should seek to transform parole from a death sentence for the offender to a second chance for the offender.
Six apply for Daily Iowan editorships

By CHUCK HAWKINS
The 1975-76 editor of The Daily Iowan, Ben Yoder, has announced that the March 6th meeting of the faculty senate will be held in room 105 of the Administration Building. The meeting is open to all students and faculty members.

The 1974-75 editor of The Daily Iowan, Dan Pease, has stated that the selection of the next editor will be made by the faculty senate.
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The male mystique: men as sad success objects

By LESLIES Staff Writer

First of two parts

You in male are attending a joint-remembering-group meeting and women's groups of women who you have never met. You are particularly attracted to one. You are in the group-experience of teasing love while asking a hand to help you cross the road from the woman you like. The lights are turned off and you start talking. You turn on the lights and you realize you are not talking to the woman you like. Everyone else in the room is having a good time. You become certain another woman's face. You do not know her.

—from questionnaire in "The Liberated Man" by Warren Farrell

As I listened to the man across the room struggling to understand, I began to feel a task in demonstrating his胜任感, this segment of my new book flashed through my mind.

"I want to be able to be warm, to reach without losing the comfort," the man pleaded.

Someone mentioned something about men in foreign countries being less worried about choosing their attention toward another—taking no wrong curb back to their own. I wanted to help this man—feel—understand.

A certain revision, a compromise of the emotions, emerged at this thought. In the end, it meant that men have the urge to sit with their unhappiness and question their current abilities to overcome the unhappiness in such a way that communes can manifest their unhappiness.

"As we have an identity, we are not men and, as men, we can have an identity."

I remember thinking that "there is a switch," and began to drill mentally, to restate, to restate directly until in comforted list semantics. No longer. I later interpreted the Sec. Roger Bresnan, who liegether
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They're busy 'working slip' on a silo building crew

By BETH SIMON
Ass. Features Editor

You can travel all over the country, per-
haps even make a fortune, by working for
on a silo. But, while working for a silo
crew is a lot of fun, it's not easy.

You start on the ground, and wait
until things start to pour. When things
start to pour, you run up the silo slip
to get started working on it. But you
don't stop there.

You keep working on the silo until
the concrete is mixed. Then, you go
back down the slip and start working on
another part of the silo.

This is called the 'slip forming' proc-
...
Portland, Ore. (AP) — He created the restaurant door open and walked in. The young people at work smiled and gave him his tip. He handed them $1,100, along with the words "be kind and always treat others who work for you with respect."

They were stunned. A former basketball player for the Portland Trail Blazers, the center who used to be part of the Na­

tional Basketball Association's top 100, seemed to be nothing more than a man asking for a tip.

The faces changed upon seeing tickets. They were seeing the true Rocky Bleier, a former All-American basketball player that different than you have ever seen him before.

We're going to be kinder to each other than we ever have been before. We're going to be more respectful. We've got a lot of hard work, and hard work is something I've always enjoyed. I'm getting back to working from now on.

-Rocky Bleier

Government

I'm not going to beComing back to work from now on.

-Rocky Bleier

In the future, we're going to be kinder to each other than we ever have been before. We're going to be more respectful. We've got a lot of hard work, and hard work is something I've always enjoyed. I'm getting back to working from now on.

-Rocky Bleier

The praise was too lavish to last for long. Soon the criticism

schools, thank you .

For Tall Free Number outside the U.S.

Phone: (212) 111-1111

1.47 million people

1.8 million Iowans

Withdrawing

helping to contain the cost of modern

1. We're not doing anything as a country to help ourselves.

2. We're not making any sacrifices to help ourselves.

3. We're not being as efficient as we could be.

4. We're not being as creative as we could be.

5. We're not being as innovative as we could be.

6. We're not being as dedicated as we could be.

7. We're not being as committed as we could be.

8. We're not being as passionate as we could be.

9. We're not being as driven as we could be.

10. We're not being as focused as we could be.

The E.P.A. rates

DM on the highway.

Autism

Press conference
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